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INTRODUCTION
THE NATUFE AND IMPORTANCE OF COMMUNICATION
Communicati on provides one of the essential ways by
which men can secure information about themselves. It is the
chief means by which man makes himself understood by others.
By increasing the availability of human contacts,
rapid mass communication and technological advances have increased
the need for establishing understanding. Public relations is the
art which helps to meet that need.
Public relations considered as a program - is the pro*
cess of communication between an organization and any individual
or public. Every public is subject to separate analysis based on
separate research. Each public has attitudes of its own.
Public relations has developed certain practices and media
of proven effectiveness to reach these individual publics. It in-
cludes all activities and operating policies which continuously seek
to determine, guide, influence, and interpret the actions of an or*
Sanitation. As a result of the aforementioned action it is necessary
that the organization conform in its conduct to the interest and
general welfare of the public.

The goal of public relations, then, is to develop the
support and good will of individuals, or groups, which the organi-
zation serves.
With good public relations as the main objective of any
organization, this study takes the view that public relations is
primarily good business management, directed from the top, but in-
volving every person within, or connected with, an organization,
loreover, the author holds that public relations can, and should,
be planned on a long term constructive basis, the same as any other
phase of sound business management.
It is hoped that this study can become useful and essen-
tial to the development of Public Relations departments, with spec-
ial reference to the insurance business through:
1. Pointing out various public relations principles
and techniques being utilized through the use of
communicative media with the employees.
2. Showing the role of public relations in the over-
all planning of a Home Office Administrative pro-
gram.
I
PART I
CHAPTER I
THE PROBLEM
Statement of the problem
1. To crystalize policy, both formal and informal.
2. To show the utilization of effective media techniques
in disseminating information to employees.
3. To develop a media index for selecting the most effect-
ive means of communication in the development of a
Public relations Program.
Iaportance of the study
The study is of prime significance in that it will serve as
a basis for further study in the insurance business.
It also will offer suggestions for developing, guiding and
coordinating the co.ur.uni cations aspect of the public relations
functions as it applies to the field of insurance.

2.
CHAPTER II
A. Genera- Concept of Insurance
Insurance is the cooperation of lar^e numbers of persons for
the purpose of sharing risks so th..t inui xic ual losses will
be spread over the entire group.
Essentially, insurance plans are ba^ed on income set aside
and investments made for the inevitable period of death, re-
tirement or declining health in the case of the individual,
and for business recuperation in the event of loss.
B. Basic Features of Insurance
1. Loss of risk sharing - The insured must be subject to
a real risk. This risk may be a loss of goods or bene-
fits that he already assesses, or of prospertive bene-
fits or profits. The threatened loss may be a loss of
visible property or of such an intangible thing as a
legal right of action; but it is important that the con-
tract be based upon some actual possibixity of loss, and
not Uuon the mere desire of the insured to bet against
the happening of some event. At least, he s.iould have
no incentive for so doin^, for otherwise Moral hazard
is involved in the contract.
2. Laru;e nmabers - It is necessary for an insurer to accept
a ons»iderftble number of risks in order t operate on a
safe basis.
s
An insurance plan involving only two persons would be
little better than each individual's taking care of his
own risk personally. It is only by a combination of
many risks that any substantial advantage is gained.
It is necessary that the extent of hazard involved be
capable of approximate mathematical calculation.
Equality of Risks - Insurance is pre-eminently social
in nature. It represents, in the highest degree, co-
operation for mutual benefit. Various individuals who
all are subject to similar risks combine to reduce the
consequences of these risks, many thousands of persons
paying premiums in order that the unfortunate few may
be indemnified for the losses that will occur.
Vi
ChAPTEF. Ill
Insuring Organizations in America
1. Life Insurance Companies - These may write life insur-
ance, annuities, and accident and health insurance.
Those which choose to include accident and health busi-
ness sometimes are known as "life and accident companies"
2. Fraternal Societies - Fraternal insurance is possibly
the oldest form of life insurance, and its origin may
be traced back many centuries to the time when organi-
zations were first formed for mutual benefit.
In the United States, the growth of fraternal societies
for the purpose of insurance has been parallel with that
of the old-line (lc^al -reserve) companies, and today,
although they have in force less than one tenth of the
insurance possessed by the latter companies, they have
six million members.
The first fraternal society proper was formed in 1654,
but it was not until after the Civil War that the really
phenomenal increase took place.
Fraternal societies may do a life insurance and accident
and health business, but they are separately classified
for special regulation. They cannot write other forms
of insurance.

Assessment Associations - Assessment Associations are
most extensively used by organizations definitely of the
assessment character, and by the so-called business as-
sessment associations, which usually confine their member
ship to particular trades. The earliest assessment plan
provided that each and every member be assessed a flat
amount, so that the total collected was just sufficient
to meet current costs, collections being made each time
a iei.be r died.
At the present time assessment associations operate upon
a variety of plans. The policies issued contain a pro-
vision for additional assessments to be paid by members
when premiums collected are found insufficient. lost as-
sociations now issue contracts of at least two types,
one a "level premium policy" (including the assessment
feature), and the other yearly renewable terra insurance
with a step-rate premium increasing annually up to a
certain age, say 65.
Although the plan now is in disfavor, it is by no means
extinct.

ChAPTEF: IV
A. Types of Companies
1. Stock (1600) - A stock company is a corporation organized
for profit, the stockholders being entitled to any gain
that may result from the operation of the business, and
are responsible for any losses that may be incurred.
A stock company usually possesses a surplus as an addi-
tional guarantee to the policyholder.
One of the principle characteristics of the stock com-
pany that distinguishes it from mutuals is that the pre-
mium charged for insurance is fixed, and the insured knows
in advance exactly what it will cost him for protection.
a. Advantages of Stock Company
1. Expenses are maintained at a low figure because
the stockholders' self-interest requires econom-
ical administration.
2. It offers a definite contract of insurance, with
the premium absolutely fixed in advance.
3. it boasts a capital and surplus as a guarantee
and protection to the policyholders for the pay-
ment of possible losses.
b. Disadvantage of Stock Company
1. The profits of stockholders increase the cost
of insurance.
((
lutual (1643) - This is a corporation composed of members
who are policyholders. Mutual companies are not incorpor-
ated for profit, they are controlled by the policyholders
for the co-operative sharing of risks.
Under this plan, every member of the mutual organization
becomes an insurer and an insured.
a. Advantages of Mutual Companies
1. Any profits or savings that are made go to the
policyholders.
2. The mutual is theoretically under the control
of the policyholders.
3. The mutual is interested in the reduction of
losses, because the savings achieved directly
and entirely, accrue to the policyholders.
b. Disadvantage of Mutual Company
1. There is no capital investment by stockholders
to intervene between the policyholder and un-
expected loss.

CHAPTER V
FORMS OF LIFE INSURANCE
A. Basic Flans and Policy Performance
1. Whole Life - In general, this contract insures the
person as long as he lives. Since authenticated
instances of longevity beyond % years are extremely
rare, the table stops at age 96. The whole-life pol-
icy may, therefore, be regarded as a term policy for
the length of life or up to age 96; in fact, at the
age of % the policy face amount is paid, even if the
person still is alive.
2. Endowment - The endowment policy promises payment upon
death, if it occurs within a certain specified period,
and also agrees to make payment, in case of survival,
at the end of the stipulated time. Naturally, a policy
that pays for either death or survival over a designated
number of years will cost more than one that provides
payment for death only.
An endowment may be used as a sinking fund against any
business obligation, such as a bond, issue or debt.
Endowments form 26 per cent of all contracts issued, and
15 per cent of all insurance written. The endowment policy
has been considerably utilized as a method of making gifts
to colleges.
I(
—
Term - This form of insurance is used for temporary
protection for various periods. It is a contract by
which the insurance company promises to pay a stipu-
lated sum upon death, provided death occurs within an
agreed-upon period - one year, five years, ten years,
or twenty years. If the insured outlives the period
he receives nothing. He pays simply for protection
during the agreed-upon period, and the policy contains
virtually no investment or saving element. The policy
may be cancelled at any time without loss to the in-
sured.
((
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PART II
HANCOCK HIGHLIGHTS
CHAPTER VI
WHY THE JOHN HANCOCK
A. Significance to Author
The remainder of this study will be concerned with pub-
lic relations as it functions in the John Hancock Mutual Life
Insurance Company. The John Hancock is typical of the type
of mutual life insurance company mentioned in Chapter IV.
The author has made an intensive study of the relation-
ship that exists between top management and the employees
under the direction of the Public Relations Division. This
is the department that is most vocal in interpreting the
company's policies and procedures as it relates to public
relations.
B. Historical Development
In the pamphlet entitled "Historical Highlights of the
John Hancock ** it was stated that, "The John Hancock was or-
ganized on the principle of mutuality* and has always operated
on that basis". With the establishment of this company a
long felt need was met as it was not the usual practice of
all life insurance companies to make a definite return to
policyholders who for one reason or another, did not carry
their policies to maturity.
((
The John Hancock in 1953 is a living testimonial to the
vision of the early founders, who, on April 21, 1(362 received
a charter to do business in the insurance field. Its present
physical proportion is one of solidarity and towering strength
which is symbolic of the company's international reputation
in the business of insurance.
To make any concept a reality it is necessary that the
conglomeration of ideas, the material components of bricks,
of steel and mortar, which go to make the physical structure,
be molded into a component whole by:
1. Top management.
2. Employee understanding and cooperation.
3. Active or passive participation of vested interests.
In these respects the John Hancock possesses all these
elements, as evidenced by the nine million persons whose
financial security, whether wholly or partially, lies in the
future of the company.
I(
I
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CHAPTER VII
ORGANIZATIONAL STRXTUKE
Company Activities
The work of the company is carried out through its Home
Office, and has agencies established throughout the country
by a staff of fifteen thousand workers.
1. Field - The Field is the name which is given to include
all the men and women who, throughout the country, com*
prise its sales organizations.
The field is made up of three parts:
a. More than 65 General Agencies, who commission
agents sell Ordinary and Group Life Insurance and
Annuities.
b. More than two hundred District Offices, whose agents
are employees of the company engaged in rendering a
premium-collection service to policyholders, agents
and brokers.
In these various Field Offices there are some 10,000 per-
sons who make a career of life insurance selling and coun-
selling. This constitutes some of the main jobs which have
to be done in the running of a large insurance company.

2. home Office - In the Home Office more than five thousand
persons are organized into numerous departments and div-
isions, serving the Field Forces and policyholders. These
various departments and divisions perform many and varied
tasks, such as preparing premium rates and n on -forfeiture
values; apportioning dividends; calculating policy reserve
liabilities; compiling statistics; keeping records of
transactions; making sure that all anticipated income is
received or accounted for; investing policyholders* funds;
administering policyholders' records; processing claims;
performing legal work; examining the health status of
applicants for insurance; selecting applicants for insur-
ance; advertising and public relations; selection and
placement of personnel; planning of methods and procedures;
contact work with government agencies.
Function of the Board
The Board of Directors have the responsibility for the
policies and operation of the company, but usually delegate
much of it to appointed officers who discharge most of the
functions.
The directors act on broad questions of policy, handle
major financial matters, select the officers and set their sal-
aries (and take care of matters of a similar character). In
addition, it receives reports from the management on the company's
(I LI
operation since the last meeting, and passes judgment as to
whether, in view of circumstances, the results are satisfact-
ory. These duties arc of such a nature that they can be
handled satisfactorily at periodic meetings.
Broad policies in the John Hancock are not subject to
current fluctuations, but stand for relatively long periods.
Results of operations usually arc shown by monthly statisti-
cal and financial reports.
Committees
Committees are appointed to deal with subjects in which
problems frequently arise, such as the Finance Committee,
Mortgage Loan Committee, Committee of Fxani nation of Secur-
ities, Directors Salary Committee, Adyisory Committee of Per-
sonnel and Property Defense, Building Committee.
To the Executive Committee the Board delegates some of
its pavers between meetings, and problems for investigation
and service.
Next there is the Standing Committees, which consist of
Agency, Budget, Insurance, Pension, Personnel, plus the Senior
Committee for salary review. Following in order is the Stand-
ing Committees with approval functions which consist of the
Group Selection, Ordinary Underwriting, and Policy Claims.
Finally we come to the Special Committees, consisting of
General Insurance, Special Housing, Suggestion, Electronic
Computors and Personnel and Property Defense.

15.
D. Officers
The officers of the company are a president, several vice
presidents, a secretary, a treasurer, an auditor and a comp-
troller.
In the John Hancock the president is usually a person of
experience in both financial and insurance matters. He ap-
points subordinates, supervises the operation of the company,
and has broad executive powers to carry out the policies of
the Board of Directors. The Executive Vice President is as-
sistant to the President, with power to act in his absence.
The Fecretary is in charge of records of Board meetings, and
important communications.
E. Company Departments
The principal activities of the company are:
1. Selling insurance
2. Selecting risks
3. Fixing premiums
4. Writing policies
5. Investing money
6. Keeping accounts and statistics
7. Paying losses, and, in the course of these activities,
6. Dealing with legal problems.
<
These activities lead to the creation of individual de-
partments to handle the duties arising under each category,
such as :
Actuari al
b Anpncv
c. Audi tina
d. Claim
•
C on tr ol Ipr *s
f*- • Fi nanr.p& A It Oilvv
y • Group
h.**• LflM
i. iedical
j. Personnel
k. Planning
1. Policy
m. Public Service
n. Purchasing
0. Secretary 's
Tax
q. Underwri ting
Since this study is being developed to point out various
public relations principles and techniques being utilized through
the use of communicative media with the employees, it will not be

necessary to fully discuss the aforementioned departments
in detail. However, we shall focus our attention on the
Public Service Department, with special reference to the
activities of the Public relations Division and the De-
partments of Personnel.
The Public Service Department
Table I
This table shows the physical structure of the John Hancock
Public Services organization of which the Public Relations Div-
ision is the main branch.
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The Public Service Department of the John Hancock is charged
with the responsibility of executing the public relations policies
of the Home Office. The department is headed by vice president of
the company, Robert P. Kelsey.
The functions of the Public Service Department are to plan,
direct and to coordinate the company public relations and advertis-
ing activities. This department heads seven divisions which consist
of:
1. The Advertising Department
2. Public Relations Division
3. Bureau of Publications
4. ;teil Advertising Division
5. Photographic Bureau
6. Company Library
7. News Bureau.
Through its divisions, the Public Service Department assists
all departments of the company in relations with employees, policy-
holders, and the general public. By working, cooperating and keeping
in constant touch with these divisions, the Public Service Department
insures the company that good performance in its policies are pub-
licly appreciated because they are adequately communicated.
Stemming from the Public Service Department is the Public Re-
lations Committee, which consists of the Executive Vice President,
Administrative Vice President, and the Vice President in charge of
the Public Service Department. This committee coordinates policies
from an executive point of view.
r
The Public Relations Committee also works with the Public Rela-
tions Council to achieve a greater understanding and acceptance
of these decisions on the part of the subordinates who are dir-
ectly responsible for their execution.
The Public Relations Council is composed of departmental
representatives who acquaint subordinates with internal as well
as external plans, policies and methods of their superiors.
Table II shows the organizational chart of the Public Ser-
vice Department.
Table III shows the personnel chart of the Public Services
Department.
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UiAPTEK VIII
Divisions of the Public Service Department
1. Public relations Division - This division interprets the
company to the public by supervising activities intended and
planned to create the desired reaction from the publics listed
officially in the company's approved public relations program.
The company's public relations program is directed to three
<38jor publics, which are:
1. The employees,
2. The community
3. The policyholders.
Responsible for these publics are:
1. I i chard P. Waters* Jr., assistant to Vice President Fobert
P. Kelsey, and executive in charge of the Public relations
Division, ftpjpBMj UlHiWSt
2. Morgan K. Plunder, Jr., cociuunity relations, and
3. Peter J. Benton, policyholder relations.
The Public relations division works directly in line with
the Public Service Department. It functions as a service de-
partment to all other departments where public relations acti-
vities or problems are involved.
2. Advertising Department - This department directs and super-
vises the production of copy and art work for publication ad-
vertising, booklets, leaflets and other related printed material.
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It selects and purchases advertising media, and prepares
advertising copy ..Inch is not made up by the Advertising
Agency. The department also handles policyholder corres-
pondence not specifically directed to any particular de-
partment.
3. Bureau of Publications - This bureau plans, directs and
coordinates the publication of; Hancock News weekly ",
"Hancock Views", "Patriot", and Signature". These are
John Hancock publications which the bureau distributes to
the Home and Field Offices.
4. viail Advertising Division - This division assists Adver-
tising and Public relations in all large mailings, and ad-
ministers a direct mail program for the Field and Home Of-
fice. It fills requests for Company advertising and printed
material, such as historical and Christmas carol booklets.
It merchandises advertising reprints to selected lists.
5. News Bureau - This bureau prepares press releases, distributes
all company releases to newspapers and trade journals, and
publishes a "Digest", "Insurance Journals" and the "Village
Crier". The News Bureau also maintains a company newspaper
clipping service.
6. Photographic Bureau - This bureau supervises movies, slide
films for training programs, and also all the photography
for the company publications.

7« Company Library - This operation maintains the library
of general and technical books, periodicals and newspapers
for reference by all departments of tho conpany. The lib-
rary also conducts a research and information service.
This chapter has sought to direct attention to the public rela-
tions implications found in the processes and procedures involved
in the divisions of the Public Service Department. Those divisions
engaged in such services provide a liaison not only between the com-
pany and the employees, but also with the community and the policy-
holders.
Through cooperative planning with its divisions, the Public Ser-
vice Department has achieved effective teamwork. As a result of this
teamwork, the public relations program has been removed from the
realm of telling and selling. A wholesome two-way relationship has
been established with itspiblics, which is the basic objective of
the company's public relations program.

PART III
CHAPTER IX
TilC CapAhY'S DIRECT COi.UNICATI ON iVITU E.1PL0YELS.
Communication with employees is established through the use of
effective medi8 techniques. The primary purpose of these techniques
is to make vital information on company operations, policies and
developments clear and easy to get. In attempting to reach a goal
of complete understanding between management and the employees, the
Public Relations Division catalogues the interests of each group ac-
cording to its objectives, services, policies, activities and ideals.
Suitable approaches and the proper content for every public relations
effort can then be selected according to the special needs and int-
erests of each level to which the program is to be interpreted.
A. Classification of Hedia
The usual devices or media for interpreting company policies
ore grouped under the main headings of: Oral, Visual and Printed
subject matter. Under the main headings media of a more specific
type aiay be listed, such as:
1. Oral:
a. radio
b. Public address system
c. Lectures
d. Conferences for departmental and occupational groups
e. records

24.
2. Visual:
a. .Motion pictures
b. Slides
c. Television
d. Exhibits
e. Photographs and illustrations
f. Open house program
3. Printed:
a. Bulletin boards
b. House organ
c. Booklets
1. Indoctrination
2. Specific booklets on jobs, major company policy and
plans
d. Business magazines
1. Special
2. House
e. Attitude surveys
f. Educational material
1. Historical booklets
2. Pictorial maps
g. Posters
h. Direct mail
•>
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B. Purpose for which Communications are designed
The above media of communications techniques are designed
for the general purposes of
1. Information
2. Education
3. Morale
Communications under the heading of Information are divided
into two sub-classifications
1. Business
2. Social
1. Business
a. radio
b. Public address system
c. Conferences for departmental and occupational groups
d. Motion pictures
e. Slides
f. Bulletin boards
g. House organ
h. Booklets
i. Direct mail
j. Business magazines
Those media techniques under the classification of Business
are used to convey specific information on
1. Company finances
2. Company personnel and organization
•
3. Company history
4. Labor policies
5. Company position in its own industry
6. research activities
7. Expansion plans
0. Company products (Insurance and its uses)
9. Industry outlook (Insurance field)
Social
a. Movies
b. Photographs and illustrations
c. Exhibits
Atedia under the Social heading is used to entertain employees
during rest periods and to humanize the relations of executives
with employees.
Education
a. Lectures
b. Historical booklets
c. Posters
d. Motion pictures
e. Slides
.tedia under the heading of Educati on is used to train employees
in
a. iiealth
b. recreation
c. Safety
•
d. First aid
e. Conservation
1. Public relations
orale
a. Open bouse program
b. Photographs and illustrations
c. Television - used to show the President's inauguration to
empl oyees
d. Lxhibits - weekly art exchange of paintings
c. Records - daily music programs
f. lotion pictures
g. Attitude surveys
Media under the heading of lorale is used to bring about a
friendly feeling and respect between the employees and the com-
pany. It offers an opportunity to build lasting relationships
through a better understanding that the company is 8 good place
to work, a good place to do business with, as well as a good
citizen.
The mere presentation of information, however, is not sufficient
to develop a contented, satisfied worker. The employees at each
level are given an opportunity to understand the objectives of
the company through assistance offered by the Personnel Depart-
M« the t.C.A. Association and f mployee Consultation Service.

As effective ieaiis of communicating management's ideas
and policies to workers, the Personnel Department, Employee
Consultation Service and the F.C.A. Association cooperate with
the Public relations Division in the use of various tools:
employee handbooks, magazines, performance guides, memoranda,
bulletin boards, departmental lectures, public address system,
and the periodic issuance of "keeping posted sheets" calling
for employee talent in shows and tournaments.

PART IV
THE EMPLOYEE'S COXiUNICATICNS WITH THE COMPANY
CHAPTER X
PERSONNEL DEPARTMENT
The principles, practices and tools of personnel
relations are well defined in the Supervisor's Manual of Per-
sonnel Policies and Procedures.
The sole purpose of this manual is to give those
charged with supervisory responsibilities a definite and current
statement of the Company's personnel policy and procedures. It
covers such matters as selection, training, promotions, merit
ratings, salaries, employee benefits, and many other matters re-
lating to personnel administration.
As an aid in bringing about a uniform and effective per-
sonnel program, this manual is useful only to the extent that it
actually is employed in day-to-day decisions.
A. Personnel Policy and Organization
The basic personnel objective of the Company is to est-
ablish and maintain an adequate and efficient force to handle
all aspects of its business. In order to attain this object-
ive, its policy is to promote mutually satisfactory employee
relationships, to provide a safe and healthful place in which
to work, to compensate its employees fairly and consistently
with responsibility, performance, length of service and
•
prevailing business conditions, and to maintain reasonable pro-
cedures regarding the time and manner of work.
While the final determination of personnel policy is a
function of the executive officers of the company, its adminis-
tration falls jointly on the Personnel Department, which handles
matters common to all departments, and the head of each depart-
ment or division who applies the personnel policy with regard
to employees under his supervision.
Induction and Orientation
1. Policy - Fvery effort is made to help new employees feel
at home. The Personnel Department assumes responsibility
for introducing new employees to the company, while re-
sponsibility for orientation to the new job and division
rests with the supervisor.
2. Induction - The Personnel Department provides a one -hour
discussion each .vtonday for employees who report for work
that day and during the preceding week. The following
topics are discussed:
a. Introduction
1. Welcome to the Company
a. history
b. Organization
1. Home Office
2. Field Office
•
2. Life Insurance
a. Types
b. Function of Horse Office
Your Job
1. Importance
2. F elation to other jobs
3. Confidential nature of work
4. Problems of adjustment to job; supervisor's role
5. Probationary period
Ho ucs and *ages
1. Hours
a. regular and overtime
b. Attendance and punctuality
c. Bell systems
d. Lunch period
1. Cafeteria and lounge
e. lest period
2. Salary
a. .hen and how paid
b. Social Security, income tax, savings bonds
c. Salary consideration
1. Merit rating
2. Job classification
3. Annual and ser.i -annual reviews
*
d. Health Benefits
1. Vedical and dental clinics
2. Workmen's Compensation
e. Fecreational Facilities
1. F.C.A. Association, store, library and social
activities
f. General Information
1. Telephone (PAX system and outside)
'd. Bulletin board
3. Lost and found
4. Home Office News (House organ)
5. washrooms and lockers
6. Company standards
a. Courtesy
b. Appearance
c. Cooperation
Orientation
Specific orientation requirements vary according to the
job and the division, and theit detemi nation is left to the
supervisor's judgment. In general, the objective is to intro-
duce the eiiiployee to his iob in such a way that he will perform
effectively and with confidence. Emphasis is placed on the
following areas :
1. V»ork Facilities
a. Desk
b. Supplies

c. Locker and key
d. Washroom
e. Division rest periods
f. Division lunch periods.
2. Associates
a. Introduction to fellow workers in division
b. Introduction to employees with whom he will deal
in other divisions
c. Arrangements for going to lunch with other employees
d. Introduction to FCA representative and Home Office
News reporter
3. I ork
a. What the job consists of
b. .there work originates, its purpose, where it goes
c. Ultimate standards of quality and quantity
d. Arrange) m\ts for job instruction
e. Encourageaient to ask questions
4. Follow-up
a. General check of employee's work
b. Discussion with employee about his general adjustment
to his job and associates
The above Induction and Orientation procedure implies that
employees should know the Company's organization and functions,
where they fit into the picture, and what is expected of them.
It also is important that they understand that the company is
interested in helping them make this adjustment.

It is for this reason that the inter-relationships between
personnel and public relations are so important. The over-
all public relations program is so dependent for its success
upon smooth relations between management and the employees,
the interested support of both of these groups, and the good
will won by the purposeful efforts of employees, that it is
no wonder personnel relations receives careful consideration
by the director of public relations.

CiiAPTEK XI
EMPLOYEE CONSULTATION SERVICE
Good employee relations require that little problems be
solved before they get bigger, that such problems be corrected before
they become issues. Employee counselling, as such, is a part of the
over-all personnel program designed to obtain, and maintain, a
happy and efficient working force, which contributes to the produc-
tion of better service.
Employees are encouraged to bring their problems, whether they
relate directly to their jobs or to their personal affairs, to the
Employee Counsellors in the Personnel Department. Job problems are
taken up first with the Division lanager, since he can usually meet
them immediately. If, however, there is some reason why employees
prefer not to do so, in that event they may go directly to the Em-
ployee Counsellors.
A, (unctions
It is the function of the Employee Counsellors to help in
solving problems by skillful interviews with the employees
concerned. There are four types of interviews, based upon
the intensity and seriousness of the problem:
1. Establishing a confidential relationship between worker
and consultant
2. Gaining recognition by letting the employee talk about
himself
3. Solving the immediate problems

4. Helping the employee adjust himself to his basic personal
difficulties.
These are merely the highlights in the comprehensive program
that requires deep thought, careful study, a knowledge of psy-
chology, a world of tact, and an understanding that goes to
the root of the employee's difficulties.
Employee Counsellors are helpful in giving accurate informa-
tion about all personal and family benefit plans which concern
the employee, sjich as Social Security, Government Life Insur-
ance, Veteran's Benefits, and the various benefit plans of the
Company. They also consult on tax matters.
Other related activities performed by the Counselling Service
as part of the over-all personnel program include assistance
to the departments in discovering reasons for bad tardiness or
attendance records, and in suggesting corrective measures,
handling cases involving unusual discipline or discharge, pro-
cessing employees leaving for military service, administering
the loan program, and helping employees with their transporta-
tion and housing problems.
Arrangements for this service are made through the employee's
division manager, since these interviews are allowed on company
time. All interviews are strictly confidential.

CHAPTER XII
EtdPLOYEE ORGANIZATIONS
Wholesome socisl and recreational activities for its employees
are an important part of the Company's Employee Relations program.
Such activities help employees to get better acquainted with one
another, and also afford opportunities for fun and relaxation after
working hours. Accordingly, it is the policy of the Company to
foster employee organizations having as their primary purpose the
promotion of such activities.
A. The F.C.A. Association
The F.C.A. Association is composed of men and women who work
for the John Hancock.
1. Function and Purpose - The function and purpose of the
Association is to promote educational, literary, dramatic,
recreational, athletic, social and charitable activities
anong, and for, its members, and to encourage thrift and
efficiency in the making of purchases.
a. Store and Library - To help provide the finances nec-
essary to the conduct of its social and recreational
activities, the Association has the incidental power
to establish and operate a store and a lending library
for the use and benefit of the members of the Associa-
tion.
2. M—bership - Home Office employees only are eligible for
membership in the Association. The membership consists of
two classes, mutual and active members.

a. Mutual -Members - Any person regularly employed at the
Home Office is eligible to become a mutual member, upon
payment of such nominal admission fee as may be fixed
from time to time by the Board of Trustees. Applicants
for such membership are passed on by the ifembership
Committee and submitted to the Board of Trustees for
approval.
b. Active Members - The active members are elected from
the mutual members by the Board of Trustees, to serve
a three year term. The total number of active members
is established at not less than 125, nor more than 200.
At least 35 are elected annually prior to the annual
meeting of the Association.
c. Termination of .vtembership - Membership in the Associa-
tion automatically terminates when any member ceases to
be employed at the Home Office, but if such former member
is re-employed at the Home Office, membership in the As-
sociation is reinstated.
Governing Board and Council - The Board of Trustees consists
of the president, vice president, secretary and treasurer
and twelve members, of which number three shall be elected
from the active membership by ballot at each annual meeting
to serve a four year term.
a. Function of the Bjfltaid, o£ Trustees - The Board of Trustees
which meets once each month has control and general man-
agement of the Association and its functions, excluding
those pertaining to the store and library.

4. Iterations Council - The Operations Council is comprised
of five members appointed by the President from the active
membership.
a. Functions of the Operations Council - The Operations
Council which meets once each month has control and
general management of the store and library and all of
its functions.
5. Officers - The officers are elected by ballot at each an-
nual meeting of the Association by the active members. The
officers elected from the active membership comprise a pres-
ident, a vice president, a secretary and a treasurer.
a. Functi ons - The functions of the above officers are not
mentioned because they are the same as those performed
by officers of any association of this type.
0. Department representative - The department representative,
appointed by the Board of Trustees from the active members
ar<u with the concurrence of the department, is responsible
for:
a. Enrollment of eligible employees
b. Keeping employees informed of E.C.A. Association
activities
c. Advising the Board of Trustees and the Operations
Council of the attitudes and interests of the
members.
F.C.A. Association Activities - Each year the Board of Trustees
vote the social and recreational activities which are to be
•
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sponsored by the Association. Insofar as possible, the inter-
ests of its members govern the selection of activities offered.
Activities are announced through bulletin boards, the Hancock
News Weekly, and the department representative.
1. recreational Activities - These include a bowling tourna-
ment, which starts in the fall, a golf tournament, usually
held in September, ice skating during the winter months,
a snow train, which is scheduled sanetime within the first
two weeks in February, softball for ladies, baseball for
men in the spring, and the annual June outing for all members.
2. Social Functions - These include ballroom dancing, an even-
ing at the Pops Concert, an F.C.A. show, and a Christmas
party.
3. Miscellaneous Activities - These include a night at the cir-
cus, roller skating and ice skating shows, hockey games,
basketball games, hobby show, and other such activities are
usually offered to members at reduced rates. The Association
bears all or part of the reduced amount from the box office
price.
4. Special Activities - For members interested in pursuing their
special talents or interests the Association sponsors special
clubs and organizations when warranted.
a. Dramatic Club - For members interested in dramatics, the
club sponsors several plays a year, and arranges classes
in stage make-up and stage direction.
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b. Camera Club - This group Meets twice a month, at which
are held discussions and demonstrations of a varied
number of topics including, still liie and table tops,
outdoor night photography, field trips, modeling, Christ-
mas cards, and oil coloring.
c. Choral Gr oup - For members having an interest in choral
singing, the Association obtains a competent conductor
who rehearses the group for concert presentations.
5. The F.C.A. Library - Located on the eighth floor (Berkeley Build-
ing), the library carries a wide selection of books, magazines,
recordings and greeting cards. It is open daily during working
days from 11:45 a.m. to 2:00 p.m.
Colorfully decorated and furnished, the library provides a rest-
ful and relaxing atmosphere for those who enjoy reading during
their lunch period.
The library has a rental service for employees who wish to take
books or recordings home for enjoyment during their leisure hours.
Greeting cards, which are on display in the eighth floor corridor,
may be purchased from the library.
Newly acquired books and recordings are posted on the eighth
floor bulletin board each week for the general information of
everyone.
6. The F.C.A. Store - The store, located on the eighth floor (Berkeley
Building) has: men's, women's and children's apparel, etc..
•
Items are merchandised in accordance with fair trade laws,
and may be conveniently purchased within the Home Office
by all association members daily from 11:45 a.m. to 2:00
p.m., and from 4:30 p.m. to 5:00 p.m.
A number of business firms offer their merchandise at a
discount to Association members upon proper identification.
Information as to specific firms and products available
under this plan may be obtained at the information counter
located in the center of the store.
John Hancock War Veterans Association - Echelon No. 1
The John Hancock War Veterans Association is composed of men
working for the John Hancock who served in either World War I
or World War II. It meets once a month, and sponsors a variety
of social, charitable and civic activities.
1. Functi on and Purpose - The function and purpose of the War
Veterans Association is to engaoe in activities of a social
and welfare nature, as well as preserve the comradeship of
its members and the memories and incidents of service in
the armed defense of the country.
2. 'tembership - All male Home Office personnel, presently ea-
ployed or retired from the company, who have served on act-
ive duty in tine of war in the United States Army, Navy,
Coast Guard, Air Force or Marine Corps, or in similar armed
forces of the Allies of the United States, provided that
such service shall have been terminated by honorable separ-
ation.
#
Fptiejpp officers
a. elected officers of the Lchelon consist of a commander,
a vice commander, a junior vice commander, an adjutant,
an assistant adjutant, a finance officer, an historian,
a steward, a junior steward, a sergeant at arms, and
five executive council nen.
b. Echelon officers serve for one year until the adjourn-
ment of the annual meeting following their election and
thereafter until their successors are chosen or until
they are separated from the employ of the company.
Civil Defense Ait Warning Station. John Hancock perHeley
Building - The War Veterans Association cooperates with the
Air Force in obtaining observers from employees of neighbor-
ing companies, plus the John Hancock to man the air warning
post on the twenty sixth floor of the Home Office building.
Volunteers agree to stand a three hour watch every two weeks.
While a majority of the watches occur outside of office hours,
the company has established a policy in effect of permitting
volunteer observers to stand watch during the working day,
providing they could be released by their departments or
divisions without excessive hardships.
Blood Donors Program - Sponsored by the John Hancock Veterans
Association upon request by the American Red Cross in April,
1950, the Blood Donors Program offers employees in the Home
Office the opportunity to volunteer to give blood for use
in Korea and for Civilian Defense purposes.
•
Arrangements have been made to provide through the Fed Cross
an available source of (free) blood to employees and members
of their immediate families in case of need. Such blood .nay
be obtained by calling PAX 2422 or Hancock 6-6000, Extension
529.
a. Publicity - The War Veterans Association coordinates
the preparation of news articles, for the Koine Office
News pertaining to the blood program, and other material
such as posters for publicity purposes.
b. rrives - Periodically a drive is conducted in the Home
Office to obtain blood donors. Enrollment is accomp-
lished by ..ar Veteran members located in the departments
or conveniently located tables provided for this purpose.
c. Admini strati ve Procedures - The Counselling Service o£
the Personnel Depaithient is responsible for assisting tie
War Veterans in the administration of the program.
The Blood Bank secretary:
1. Maintains a file record of volunteer donors
2. Notifies the donor through the division manager
of the date he or she is to give blood
3. Furnishes a lunch check which provides the donor
with a fat free diet just prior to giving blood
4. Arranges transportation to and from the Blood Center
as requested

5. Prepares follow up "thank you* letters
6. Prepares special 'Gallon Club" citations which
are presented to the employee by the commander
and adjutant.
Tine Off - Employees who donate their blood are per-
mitted to have the remainder of the work day off on
the day they give blood.
Through the F.C.A. Association and the John hancock
<ar Veterans Association activities, company employees
have a chance from time to time to get better acquainted
with the people they work with, to gather in a social
way outside the office, and to meet those in other de-
partments with whom they may have little or no contact
in the course of their work.

PART V
THE COM>ANY'S ADDITIONAL COMMUNICATIVE CONTACTS AND TECHNIQUES
FOR ASSISTING THE EMPLOYEES
CHAPTER XIII
TRAINING AND EDUCATIONAL COURSES
In order to meet anticipated needs of the company for skilled
personnel, and to assist employees in their own development, the
training program offers a number of courses designed to increase
employees' knowledge and skills. The courses include: Life Office
Management Institute Courses; Actuarial Courses; Chartered Life Unde
writers Course; and Home Office Life Underwriters Courses.
A. Life Office .Management Association Institute Courses
The Life Office Management Association is essentially a cooper-
ative research organization whose primary objective is to assist
in improving life office management through the pooling of exper
ience and research of its member companies.
The Institute program consists of three courses, divided into
examinations and leading to the Associateship and Fellowship
designations.
B. Actuarial Course
The Society of Actuaries, formed in June, 1949 is the successor
organization to the Actuarial Society of America, founded in
19, and the American Institute of Actuaries organized in 1909.
•
These organizations were originally formed for the purpose
of advancing the knowledge of actuarial science and establish-
ing standards of achievement to be met by persons desiring to
enter the profession.
The John Hancock cooperates with the Actuaries' Club of Boston,
which offers classes in preparation for examinations 3 through
6 inclusive. Professional standing as an actuary depends largely
on the outcome of these examinations.
Chartered Life Underwriters Course
In January, 192. the Board of Trustees of the National Assoc-
iation of Life Underwriters approved the creation of the Ameri-
can College of Life Underwriters with a view to the establish-
ment of a professional standard of education in life underwriting.
1. Objective - The main objectives for which it was organized
are
:
a. To establish an educational standard for the profession
of life underwriting which will comprise
1. All the general fields of knowledge with which
an underwriter should be acquainted in order to
understand life insurance as a functioning institution
b. To encourage and foster training of students in educa-
tional institutions for the career of professional
life underwriter
c. Tocooperate with universities and colleges in general
life insurance education for laymen

To promote research and the preparation and publica-
tion of textbooks and other material deemed essential
to the fullest realization of the colleges
To award properly qualified life underwriters a pro-
fessional recognition.
rthile preparation of the T.L.U. " examination is pos-
sible entirely through home study, the American College
recommends that students attenci regularly organized
study courses where available. Such courses are avail-
able at Boston Uni verity. Evening Division. Every
candidate for the designation must have three years of
satisfactory life insurance experience.
refunds - The company will refund one half of the tuition
fee paid to Boston University by the student upon regis-
tration, and will refund the other half upon successful
completion, in the same year, of the T.L.U." examination
administered by the American College.
Employees who are awarded either the T.L.U. M or CLU
Associate designation will be given a final refund based
pjL the registration fee and fees for all examinations
passed.
The Chartered Life Underwriters Course is divided into
a program of five examinations, with the recommendation
that candidates take one examination each year for the
first three years, and the remaining two examinations
the fourth year.
r•
Upon completion of the five examinations students are
awarded a designation as:
1. Thartered Life Underwriter" - abbreviated as
T.L.U. **, or
2. Thartered Life Underwriter Associate**, abbreviated
X.L.U. Associate**
The designation of the award depends upon the nature
of the candidate's life insurance experience,
ftfflp PffrUe Life. Underwriters Association,
The Home Office Life Underwriters Association was organized in
1930 to provide those who are charged with the selection of life
insurance risks with an opportunity to discuss important ques-
tions arising in their underwriting practice.
In 1949, to meet the growing demand for some organized and
directed course of study by those who are making a career in
Home Office Underwriting, the Association developed a course
of study in two parts and provided for examinations which were
given on an annual basis. These examinations are such as to
test the candidate's practical knowledge of underwriting.
1. Enrollment Procedure - The Underwriting Department is re-
sponsible for accomplishing the enrollment of eligible per-
sonnel in this course of study. Names of students pursuing
the study course are submitted to the Training Director
upon successful completion of each examination in order
#
that refund for examination fee may be made and appropriate
entry may be made on the employee's record.
Administrative Training
As part of the regular training program of management improve*
ment courses, the company provides a series of meetings to dis-
cuss written cases involving administrative problems. Through
participation in the discussion of cases, members of the groups
have an opportunity to re-examine the administrative function
and the skills it requires. Enrollment 1b one of these courses
will be on the recommendation of the officer having personnel
authori ty.
TtSiBiflg Hi lfrin lP4u§try Programs
The Training within Industry Foundation was established and
incorporated in New Jersey as a non-profit organization in
January, 1946 to:
Keep available the supervisory training programs which were
developed by T.W.I, as a war agency - 1940-1945 - to adapt,
improve and broaden them to meet current needs in industry and
commerce. Through cooperation with the T.W.I. Foundation in
the development of improved managerial techniques, the company
sponsors a
1. Job Instruction program
2. Job relations program
3. Job Methods Training program
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1. Jjafe. Instruction - The "J. I. " program is designed to help
supervisors increase the essential skills they need in
order to train others. In a ten hour course, given in
five two hour meetings, supervisors practice the tech-
niques of instruction. Critiques are held, in which
faulty handling is pointed out and a four step procedure
of good Job Instruction is developed. Members also are
helped in preparing training timetables and job breakdowns.
2. Job Relations - The wJ.fc. H program is a ten hour course
given in five two hour meetings. This course offers super-
visors a chance to increase their skills of leadership.
The Job relations four step method of analysis and the
development of suitable action is applied to each problem
in human relations. Group discussion is directed at the
method used rather than at obtaining particular answers.
3. Job Methods - This course consists of a ten hour training
program in five two hour meetings. It is designed to give
supervisors practice in dealing with problems of improving
job methods. Supervisors are encouraged to examine each
part of a practical work problem in an effort to find a
better way of doing it.
4. Enrollment - Employees are enrolled in these courses by the
officer having Personnel authority.
5. Better Letters - A letter makes 8 personal contact and is
often the basis of the reader's impression of the John Hancock.
Every letter written in the Home Office builds good will for

the Company. Since 2,500 letters are written each day in
the Company, there is a constant need to improve the skill
and accuracy of this correspondence. The Training Depart-
ment offers a continuous program of instruction to employees,
to write more easily and more effectively. The basic object
of the course is to aim for friendliness in tone and accur-
acy in content.
Deport. teats are asked to submit the names of employees for
this training to the Training Director at the beginning of
each new course of instruction.
Performance Patina Course - In order that those who have
rating responsibilities may become fully acquainted with
the new form and rating and counselling procedures, a series
of meetings are provided so that raters using actual case
histories involving job performance have the opportunity to
obtain practice in rating and counselling.
Departments wishing to enroll employees for this course sub-
mit their names to the Training Director, who arranges for
these meetings.
Typewriting School - Instruction in typewriting was started
in September, 194w, for the purpose of giving employees re-
fresher training in typewriting techniques. This course in-
cludes instruction in letter writing, centering, and tabula-
tion of statements, setting up telegrams, card writing, prep-
aration of envelopes and erasing.
t
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Two speed tests are given each week to determine the pro-
gress of each student. Hay's test for determining typing
skill is used at the oeginning and end of the course to
measure speed and accuracy. Test results indicate an in-
crease in speed from 10-20 words per minute, and a cor-
responding increase in accuracy of 10-15 per cent can reas-
onably be expected.
Since 194: over 1,000 employees, or approximately 250 per
year have received this training.
The course is given one hour each work day for six weeks on
Company time.
Departments are asked to submit the names of employees for
this training to the Training Director at the beginning of
each new course of instruction.
International Business .Machine Courses - Courses of instruc-
tion are offered by the International Business Machine Corp-
oration to the Home Office personnel on a voluntary basis.
These courses, given at the expense of the I. B. M. Corpor-
ation, are offered to Home Office personnel who have been
designated to receive this instruction by the officer having
Personnel authority. Transportation to and from Fndicott
is paid for by the John Hancock.) These courses are as
follows
:
a. I.B. iA. Accounting Management
b. Instructors Training
c. I.B. iM. Courses for :.lachine Operators (given at 57G Boylston
Street, Boston)
»
UUBfc ttMWH Conferences ijcM si LAJL 's Educational
Department. Endicott
These conferences, held twice a year, are by invitation and are
designed for top level life insurance executives - although on
occasion, in view of special circumstances - junior executives
have been accepted. I.B.vi. provides room, board, and test
material. Group discussions are initiated by representatives
from I.B.Ii. *s Life Insurance Department on all the major Life
activities, such as Premium Billing and Accounting - Ordinary
and Group - Valuations, lortgage and Heal Estate, Dividend and
Loan Accounting and General Accounting, as handled on an auto-
matic machine basis.
Exchange of experiences between these executives responsible
for top level operating decisions is encouraged by LB.".
,
which considers such exchange the principle benefit to be se-
cured from the conferences. No machine knowledge is required.
»
CHAPTER XIV
SUGGESTION SYSTEM
The Company's suggestion system is established to encourage
and stimulate employees to submit suggestions for improvements in
Company procedure that will make for more efficient operations.
The suggestion system also is used to provide a channel through
which employees can freely express their judgments on Company
policies.
A. Oy^ani zati on - The successful operation of the plan is depend-
ent upon sound administration. Suggestions submitted by em-
ployees are received, reviewed and evaluated thoroughly, im-
partially and as speedily as possible.
1. The Suuaesti on Committee, appointed by the President
a. has general supervision of the Suggestion System
b. formulates and amends the over-all policy of the
Suggestion System
c. advises the Suggestion Secretary in natters concerning
the immediate administration of the plan
d. approves final disposition of all suggestions.
2. The Suggestion Secretary, in administering the plan
a. receives all suggestions
b. informs employees by letter of receipt of suggestions
and their disposition
c. distributes suggestions identified by number only to
supervisors for investigation
»
d. maintains accurate records on the status of all sugges-
ti ons
e. prepares minutes of Committee meetings and arranges for
payment of awards
f. arranges for presentation of award certificates
g. prepares and submits periodic reports.
The Sugqesti on Supervisors, appointed by the Department
Heads, in handling all matters in their unit relative to
the operation of the suggestion system
a. investigate and evaluate suggestions assigned to them
by the Suggestion Secretary and submit detailed reports
on the Suggestion Report on each suggestion with the
least possible delay
b. aid employees who request assistance in formulating a
suggestion for submission
c. stimulate employee interest and participation in the plan
d. advise the Committee of any improvements suggested in
the operation of the plan.
The success of the plan depends to a considerable extent
upon the manner in which Suggestion Supervisors perform their
duties. It is of primary importance that supervisors give
every possible consideration to each suggestion.
Each suggestion is discussed completely with all parties who
will be affected by its adoption.

Eligibility - The Company's suggestion plan is intended to
reward employees for contribution of ideas. Hence, every em-
ployee of the Company below the classification >f Assistant
Manager is eligible to participate in the suggestion program.
Ineligible are members of the Planning Department, the Suggestion
System, and those employees whose work is of a nature that sub-
mitting suggestions and improvements is considered to be a pri-
mary or collateral duty of the position they hold.
Types of SuGciesti. ons Lesired - The types of suggestion which
are most desirable are those which will achieve one or more of
the following results:
1. Effect a reduction in cost of operation, either by a saving
of labor or equipment, or time;
2.. elimination of unnecessary operations;
3. Elimination of forms currently used;
4. Improvement of the Company's relationship with employees,
policyholders, or the public;
5. Improvement in working conditions;
6. Sources of new business.
If the suggestion is accepted, the Committee will determine the
amount of the award and a check authorization is filled out.
The amount of the award is included in the employee's salary
check. Awards are presented by the Department heads. If the
suggestion is rejected, a letter is sent to the suggestor, ex-
plaining in full detail the reason why the suggestion could not
be accepted.
( I
The success of the Suggestion System plan depends to a con-
siderable extent on Members of the Hone Office ttaff having
complete knowledge and understanding of the plan. An employee
booklet is distributed to the staff which outlines the features
of the program. The Personnel Department also distributes
the booklet Xj new employees.

CHAPTER XV
ADDITIONAL COMMUNICATIVE CONTACTS AND TECHNIQUES
FOR ASSISTING THE EA&LOYEES (CONTINUED)
Business Library - The Company maintains a Business Library
which offers a complete reference to employees on Company
business.
Health Servi ce - Keeping in good health is important at the
John Hancock. To insure the good health of all of its em-
ployees, the Company maintains a medical and dental clinic
which is available for emergency treatment at all times.
Each clinic is staffed with doctors, registered nurses and
trained technicians throughout the working day to give con-
sultations on any health problems. The dental clinic examines
and cleans the employees' teeth at scheduled intervals without
charge.
Group Insurance Plan - At the end of six months of continuous
service. Company employees become eligible for one of the most
liberal plans of Group Insurance available anywhere. The em-
ployee's share of the cost, which varies with the amount of
salary, is deducted from his paycheck. The employee gets more
insurance for his money under this plan, since the Company pays
a large share of the cost. Should the employee become ill, he
receives liberal weekly benefit payments, plus hospital and
surgical allowances; weekly benefit payments begin on the Gth
day of illness.

Pension Service - At the end of the first full year of contin-
uous service. Company employees are eligible to participate
in the Company's retirement Pension Plan. The Plan, approved
by the CarLnissioner of Insurance of Massachusetts, was adopted
by the Board of Directors after long and careful study, and
provides liberal incomes to employees who remain in the service
of the Company until retirement. Kefunds are provided for em-
ployees in event of termination of service or death.
.Membership in this contributory plan is voluntary. It is the
only plan which retired employees may be compensated by, and
through which may avail themselves of the generous contributions
of the Company.
IB.
CCNCLUSIW
The public relations aspects of this study have attempted to
set forth the Company's ideas on the importance of communications
with employees.
All necessary and approved media are employed by the John Han-
cock. Their effectiveness in accomplishing the Company's purpose
is beyond question. The question of the rationale of some of
these purposes is outside the scope of this study. However, the
John Hancock Public Relations Division is to be congratulated on
its effective organization for interpreting top management's pol-
icies to the Home Office.
While it is true that public relations must necessarily begin
at the policy making level of management, it also is a fact that
no program can achieve maximum effectiveness without the support of
the great majority of people who comprise the Company family of ex-
ecutives and employees.
Since this is true, it follows that the most effective public
relations program is the one which begins at home, in the offices
and various departments, among all of those people whose personal
interests are inexorably with the welfare of the business.
( \r
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INTEFVIEJS AND CONTACTS
Waters, Fichard P., Director of Public relations Division,
John Hancock, in charge of Dmployee relations
Benton, Peter J., Public relations Division, John Hancock,
Policyholder Relations
Plummer, Morgan H., Public relations Division, John Hancock
Community relations
Concannon, Nancy P., Personnel
Wright, II111la T«, .Medical Laboratory
Doig, Alfred R., Supervisor, 'edical DepartiJient
Bailey, «endell L.
,
Underwriting Depart.nent
Lydiard, Alan F., Photographic Bureau
lcDerrjott, Esther P., Index Division
One hundred employees were talked with in various departments
throughout the Company
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